Common Mode Filters

Commercial Grade for Signal Line (2 Lines) / MCZ1210DH series

Simple Model

Circuit Diagram

--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
MCZ1210DH120L2TA0G | 58 | 2.2 | 0.01 | 333 | 16.0 | 0.0012 | 0.450 | 1 | 0.43 | 1 | 1.00000
MCZ1210DH500L2TA0G | 66 | 3.9 | 0.01 | 886 | 85.5 | 0.052 | 0.800 | 1 | 0.75 | 1 | 1.00000
MCZ1210DH900L2TA0G | 71 | 4.4 | 0.01 | 1,410 | 142 | 0.060 | 1.050 | 1 | 0.88 | 1 | 1.00000
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